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Abstract 
This article describes a training programme for the ‘Event Police’ developed through cooperation 
between researchers at Aarhus University and East Jutland Police, Denmark. The Event Police 
and the associated training programme is a research-based initiative. It is designed to enhance the 
policing of major events and is an approach developed from the latest knowledge on the social 
psychology of crowds and police good practice. 
Background 
Since the mid 1990s, the police in Denmark have mainly used variations of the ‘Mobile 
Concept’ in the policing of crowds. The concept is integrated on a national level and uses 
police vehicles and squads of police officers with protective equipment to achieve strate-
gic objectives through police capability for rapid mobility and the use of force. The con-
cept has proved to be effective on many occasions including high-risk football matches 
and demonstrations, whilst also ensuring that police officers feel safe within the highly 
stressful contexts of disorderly and threatening crowds. However, some unforeseen con-
sequences have become apparent because the approach does not promote dialogue bet-
ween the police and those in the crowd. This lack of capability for dialogue, in turn, un-
dermines a) the ongoing gathering and validation of information about potential risks to 
public order during an event; b) police capability to achieve negotiated solutions to unex-
pected incidents (Rasmussen, Havelund & Tranegaard 2009, Rasmussen & Havelund 
2010). This limitation, therefore, inadvertently increases risks and increases the potential for police 
use of force against the crowd, which can lead to an unnecessary escalation of a situation 
(e.g. Stott & Drury 2000) instead of a peaceful de-escalation.  
Research in intergroup dynamics 
The Elaborated Social Identity Model of crowd behavior (ESIM) developed by Stephen 
Reicher, John Drury and Clifford Stott working in the UK is now the dominant theoretical 
model of crowd psychology available in the scientific literature. According to this model, 
individuals act collectively in a crowd on the basis of a shared psychological group affili-
ation or social identity. This social identity, therefore, determines how a crowd will beha-
ve. The key issue is that the nature of the social identity, and hence collective action, in a 
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crowd can change rapidly as a consequen-
ce of police action. In particular, studies 
show that otherwise peaceful crowd mem-
bers become collectively ‘violent’ where 
they find the actions of the police illegiti-
mate (Reicher et al. 2007, Stott & Reicher 
1998). 
Correspondingly, a series of studies of the 
management of high-risk football crowds 
have shown that there is an increased like-
lihood of perceptions of police illegitimacy 
emerging among crowds in situations whe-
re the police have not been capable of con-
ducting ongoing and dynamic risk assess-
ments. The absence of this ‘real-time’ infor-
mation can then lead the police to take an 
unnecessarily confrontational and undiffe-
rentiated stance towards a high-risk crowd 
in a context where there is no or low actual 
risk to public order. This imbalance bet-
ween police tactical profile and risk creates 
the conditions for ‘riots’ to emerge. On the 
other hand, when the police are more ca-
pable of such real-time dynamic risk as-
sessments they can and do respond more 
appropriately. In particular, police are mo-
re capable of being differentiated in the use 
of force and, therefore, of avoiding the 
kinds of interactions known to be associa-
ted with the escalation of disorder. This lat-
ter form of policing appears to be effective 
because it promotes perceptions of police 
legitimacy and increases the level of self-
policing – or ‘self-regulation’ – among tho-
se within the crowd (see Stott & Pearson 
2007 for an overview). 
Recent research on developments in public 
order policing in Sweden suggests that if 
the police have a thorough knowledge of 
the persons they are dealing with and are 
in constant dialogue with them before, du-
ring and after a crowd event, the probabili-
ty that widespread ‘disorder’ will emerge 
decreases (e.g. Holgerson 2010). Cor-
respondingly, research conducted by the 
Aarhus University, Denmark suggested 
that the extent to which police can achieve 
the proportionate use of force and maintain 
perceptions of police legitimacy among 
crowds is increased through dialogue and 
communication. This research also obser-
ved that football spectators defused poten-
tial ‘flash points’ themselves because dialo-
gue between the supporters and the police 
had increased perception of police legiti-
macy even among high-risk elements of the 
crowd (Rasmussen & Havelund 2010). 
The Event Police training programme 
This body of research and theory constitu-
tes the conceptual foundation of the Event 
Police and their associated training pro-
gramme in Denmark. The strategic aim of 
the unit is to apply the above-mentioned 
research and theory to the policing of 
crowds in Denmark. To support this opera-
tional development it was at first necessary 
to explore the viability of this concept 
through the development of a specific unit 
within the East Jutland Police dedicated to 
creating and maintaining dialogue throug-
hout high-risk crowd events. The Event Po-
lice officers represent in many ways the po-
lice force in Denmark, although they might 
be more experienced than average. Most of 
them were part of the Mobile Concept so-
me years ago and most of them have expe-
rience in community policing.     
The role of Aarhus University was to eva-
luate these units and support the East Jut-
land Police in developing and delivering a 
training course for these units, the first of 
which took place during the spring of 2010. 
This training course combined lectures, 
group work, operational planning, deploy-
ment and field-based observation. The cur-
riculum was based on published scientific 
research on ESIM and the role of the theory 
in supporting the development of success-
ful approaches to the handling of crowds 
such as Euro 2004 in Portugal and the Swe-
dish Dialogue police (Stott & Pearson 
2007). On the first two days a series of lectures 
was provided outlining ESIM.  In 
workshops during the introductory classes, 
time was taken to discuss the opportunities 
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and barriers for the police to implement an 
approach focused on dialogue in practice. 
On day three, a process was introduced 
that aims to integrate the theory with ope-
rational practice as this relates to the poli-
cing of a high-risk crowd event. This was 
achieved by giving the group responsibili-
ty for planning their own tactical deploy-
ment rather than having this deployment 
determined for them by the senior tactical 
commander. On this occasion, the Event 
Police were, therefore, granted more in-
fluence than was normal, which among 
other things broke the normal hierarchical 
structure of the mobile concept outlined 
above. At the same time this ‘delegation of 
responsibility’ was designed to provide the 
Event Police officers with a sense of ow-
nership of the concept, which subsequently 
appeared to be an important factor for its 
success. The task on day four was actual 
operational deployment throughout a high
-risk match in the Danish football Premier 
Division (“Superliga”). The last day of the 
training then took place approximately one 
week after the event. This session was 
spent critically analyzing and evaluating 
their operational deployment on match day 
and relating this back to their pre-event 
learning. On this occasion, the critical self-
evaluation is enhanced by research conduc-
ted during the event by the research team 
from Aarhus (which includes interviews 
with football fans as well as semi-
structured field observations) and supple-
mented with relevant video material being 
used as necessary. The central aim of this 
final day is to identify good practice and 
feed this back into an adjustment and 
improvement of the overall concept. 
Conclusion 
The experiences from the first round of the 
training programme are very positive. The 
training led to a high degree of reflection 
among the Event Police officers about their 
own role in policing crowds. The discussi-
ons moved from an initial focus on the use 
of force and the mobile concept for control-
ling crowds through to a more focused and 
nuanced view of dialogue as a stand-alone 
tactical concept effective for managing 
crowd dynamics. Additionally, officers we-
re able to articulate sophisticated ways of 
integrating dialogue successfully with the 
mobile concept. The evidence also suggests 
that supporters responded very positively 
to the Event Police officers and, most im-
portantly, the high-risk match was policed 
without any significant problems emer-
ging. The Police Force of East Jutland, un-
der the jurisdiction of the Danish National 
Police, has, as a consequence of these suc-
cessful outcomes, been given the go-ahead 
to continue educating Event Police officers 
in partnership with Aarhus University. 
Meanwhile, the Danish National Police are 
working on implementing a variant of the 
training programme at a national level. The 
training programme and the concept itself 
are continuously under development, but it 
is evident already that it has implications 
for other policing functions. As such, at-
tempts are being made to integrate ideas 
from the event policing training program-
me into other areas of operational practice 
and training. 
The aims of this training programme are to 
develop an approach based on scientific 
theory and dialogue, but the intention is to 
reduce the number of situations involving 
increased risk to public order and, therefo-
re, to decrease the demand such events 
make on police resources. Ultimately, the 
East Jutland Police Force hopes that by 
using an ‘evidence and theory’ based ap-
proach it may be able to save on resources 
over the longer term.  
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POLICE VERSUS CIVILIANS - 
GROWING TENSIONS IN THE DUTCH  
PUBLIC DOMAIN 1985–2005  
 
By  
GABRIËL VAN DEN BRINK, LECTURER AT THE POLICE ACADEMY OF THE NETHER-
LANDS, APELDOORN 
GUIDO VAN OS, PHD-STUDENT, FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ERASMUS UNIVERSITEIT 
ROTTERDAM 
Abstract 
In the Netherlands many people are complaining that the social climate has been hardening in re-
cent years. This may be illustrated by the increasing number of conflicts between civilians and po-
lice officers. Using the archives of the Dutch National Ombudsman, we are trying to establish the 
extent to which such a tendency actually exists. These archives form an important source of infor-
mation, as the Ombudsman is charged with addressing complaints from civilians about the behav-
iour of the police. Our investigation of more than 50 dossiers from the last 25 years suggests that 
tension between the police and the public is indeed growing. The discrepancy between the behav-
iours of civilians and those of police officers has made it difficult for either party to understand the 
other. As a result, escalation has become more likely. The central question of this paper is, there-
fore: is it possible to establish a pattern of change in relations between police and civilians over 
the last twenty-five years in the Netherlands? If so, which factors have contributed to these 
changes? Are civilians becoming increasingly aggressive, having lost respect for the police? Al-
ternatively, are the police increasingly expecting that civilians will behave themselves, and are 
they becoming less tolerant of contradiction? 
Keywords 
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1. Sources and methodology 
To answer these questions, we delved into the archives of the National Ombudsman of 
the Netherlands. Disputes between police officers and civilians form a standard compo-
nent of the work of the Ombudsman.やTheやarchiveやmaintainsやanやextensiveやdossierやforやeachや
complaintやthatやisやfiled,やtherebyやallowingやdetailedやexaminationやofやtheやcircumstancesやleadま
ingやupやtoやeachやcomplaint.や
Theやcasesやthatやweやinvestigatedやwereやchosenやthroughやaやprocessやofやcarefulやselection.やFirst,や
weや consideredや theirや geographicや distributionや throughoutや theや Netherlands.や Second,や weや
consideredやtheやsettingやofやtheやconflict.やTheやcasesやweやselectedやinvolveやpublicやencountersやbeま
tweenやtheやpoliceやandやtheやpublic.やInやreadingやtheやcasesやweやpaidやattentionやtoやtheやbehavioursや
ofやbothやtheやpoliceやandやcivilians.やTheやfollowingやquestionsやwereやimportantやinやtheやexaminaま
tionやofやeachやcase:やや
‚" Howやdidやtheやpartiesやapproachやeachやother?やや
‚" Howやdidやtheやpartiesやreactやtoやconflict?やや
‚" Wasやcursingやorやotherやharshやlanguageやinvolved?やや
‚" Wasやforceやapplied?やや
‚" Wereやweaponsやinvolved?やや
‚" Didやtheやpoliceやcallやforやreinforcement?やや
‚" Howやdidやtheやsituationやend?やや
Theやmaterialやthatやweやsearchedやprovidesやinsightやonlyやintoやcasesやinやwhichやcitizensやdecidedや
toやfileやformalやcomplaints.やRegardlessやofやtheirやlimitations,やtheseやsourcesやcouldやrevealやpossiま
bleやtrendsやthatやhaveやemergedやinやrecentやdecades.ややや
Ifや theやhypothesisや concerningや theや emergenceやofや aやmoreや assertiveや lifestyleやholds,やweや areや
likelyや toやencounterやevidenceやofやsuchやdevelopmentsや inや theやarchivesやofや theやOmbudsman.や
Suchやevidenceやcouldやalsoやsuggestやavenuesやforやfurtherやresearch.やFinally,やtheやdossiersやmightや
provideやinformationやaboutやmechanismsやthatやcouldやplayやaやroleやinやsuchやprocesses,やasやtheyや
offerやinsightやintoやhowやaggressiveやbehavioursやonやtheやpartやofやtheやpoliceやandやcitizensやcanやreま
inforceやeachやother.や
2.やChangesやinやbehaviourや
Inやgeneral,やofficersやhaveや twoやoptionsや forや reactingや inや theirや contactsやwithや civilians.やFirst,や
theyやcanやadoptやaやdominantやstance,やleavingやnoやroomやforやdiscussion.やAやsecondやwayやofやreま
spondingやwouldやbeやtoやexplainやtoやciviliansやwhyやtheyやareやbeingやstopped,やallowingやthemやtoや
tellやtheirやsideやofやtheやstory.やや
Theやpoliceやareやnotやtheやonlyやonesやwhoやhaveやchanged.やCivilianやbehavioursやappearやtoやhaveや
changedやasやwell.やTheyやareやcurrentlyやdisplayingやaやgreaterやsenseやofやselfまesteem;やtheyやhaveや
becomeやmoreやassertiveやoverや theやyearsやandや theyやareやquickerや toやstandやupや forや themselves,や
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evenやwhenやtheyやareやapproachedやbyやtheやpoま
lice.や Howや canや thisや changeや beや explained?や
Whyやdoesやassertivenessや transformや intoやagま
gression?や
Earlierや publicationsや haveや sketchedや theや
emergenceや ofや anや assertiveや lifestyleや (Brinkや
2001:や 55–87;や Brinkや 2002:や 30–40).や Weや limitや
thisや discussionや toや mentioningや severalや
changesやinやtheやareasやofやeducationやandやpoliま
tics.や Oneや importantや pointや isや thatや familyや
compositionや hasや changedや overや theや years.や
Parentsや areや havingや childrenや atや laterや ages,や
andや theyや areや havingや fewerや children.や Furま
ther,やdeまpillarisationや(i.e.やtheやdismantlingやofや
structuresやofや confessionalや segregation)やhasや
contributedや toや aや tendencyや forや civiliansや toや
developや themselves,や andや itや hasや createdや
spaceやwithinやwhichやtheyやcanやdemandやtheirや
ownや choices.や Allや ofや theseや developmentsや
haveやcausedやciviliansやtoやbecomeやmoreやoutま
spoken.やTheやpreferencesやofや individualsやareや
beingや expressedや moreや freelyや inや publicや asや
wellや asや inや privateや settings.や Mostや civiliansや
areやwellやawareやofや theirやsocialやandやpoliticalや
rights.や
Thisや process,や however,や hasや anotherや side.や
Increasesやinやtheやsenseやofやselfまesteemやareやacま
companiedやbyやaやgrowingやchanceやofやconflict.や
Peopleやhaveや almostや comeや toやdemandやmuま
tualやrespectやfromやeachやotherや(Brinkや2001:や99
–103).やPeopleやmustやwatchやthemselvesやcareま
fullyや andやdevelopや theや selfまknowledgeや thatや
isや necessaryや toや avoidや causingや unpleasantや
situations.やEvenやtheやslightestやerrorやcanやleadや
toや aや disturbanceや inや theや publicや domainや
(VuijsjeやandやWoutersや1999).やや
Theやchanceやofやconflictやhasや increasedやalongや
withや theや advanceや ofや theや assertiveや lifestyleや
andや theや highlyや developedや senseや ofや selfま
worth.や Itやappearsや thatや civiliansや areや settingや
increasinglyやhighやdemands,やwhichやtheyやareや
subsequentlyや unableや toや meetや (Brinkや 2001:や
113–121).や やや
Inや reaction,や theや policeや feelや itや necessaryや toや
takeや actionや soonerや (Stokkomや 2005:や 147–
150).やや
4.やChangesやoverやtimeや
Bothや civilianや andや policeや behavioursや haveや
undergoneや changes.やAsや civiliansや beganや toや
reactや moreや frequentlyや withや violence,や theや
policeやrespondedやwithやphysicalやforce.やTheyや
usedや handcuffs,や nightsticks,や dogsや orや fireま
armsやwithoutやhesitation.やCiviliansやdidやnotや
tolerateや thisや typeやofやbehaviour.やTwoや interま
relatedや factorsや wereや atや play.や Onや theや oneや
hand,や civiliansや perceivedや policeや intervenま
tionやasやanやassaultやonや theirや selfまesteem.やOnや
theやotherやhand,やciviliansやwereやshowingやlessや
respectや forや theや police,や whichや couldや beや
manifestや inや aや verballyや andや physicallyや agま
gressiveやattitudeや (Stokkomや2005:や108).やTheや
feelingやofやbeingやattackedやthusやgeneratesやanや
attackingやstance.やや
Theや policeや counteredや theseや developmentsや
byやadaptingやtheirやbehaviourやtoやthatやofやcivilま
ians.や Theseや publicや servantsや beganや toや takeや
harsherやaction,やandやtheyやnoやlongerやallowedや
roomやforやdiscussionや(Stokkomや2005:や21–23).や
Theやpoliceやbeganやtoやapproachやciviliansやinやaや
moreやdistantやmanner,やandやtheyやbecameやlessや
likelyや toや exerciseや restraint.や Citationsや wereや
issuedやmercilessly,やandやciviliansやwereやmoreや
likelyやtoやbeやstopped.やTheやuseやofやverbalやandや
physicalや forceや duringや arrestや becameや inま
creasinglyや common.や Theや underlyingや asま
sumptionや wasや thatや situationsや shouldや beや
handledや asや quicklyや asや possible,や therebyや
preventingや furtherや escalationや (Stokkomや
2005:や 19–20).や Inやmanyや cases,やhowever,や theや
oppositeやseemedやtoやoccur.やTheやquickerやandや
harsherや actionsや ofや theや policeや apparentlyや
causedや civiliansや toや behaveや evenや moreや agま
gressivelyや(Stokkomや2005:や148).や
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Theやchangesやinやpoliceやconductやwereやnotやenま
tirelyやdueや toやcivilianやreactions.やChangesや inや
governmentalや policyや andや generalや hardenま
ingやofやtheやsocialやclimateやalsoやtookやtheirやtoll.や
Theや Netherlandsや hasや beenや followingや aや
trendやthatやhasやbeenやobservedやinやallやWesternや
countries,や aや trendや characterisedや byや inま
creasedや control,や disciplineや orやmoralisationや
(Garlandや 2001).や Itや wouldや beや illogicalや forや
suchやtendenciesやtoやhaveやnoやimplicationsやforや
theやpolice,やparticularlyやgivenやtheやpreferenceや
forやholdingやtheやpoliceやcorpsやaccountableやforや
theirや ‘performance’.や Theや hardeningや ofや theや
socialやclimateやplaysやaやroleやasやwell.やや
5.やFutureやofやtheやpublicやspaceや
Analyticallyや speaking,や theや findingsや ofや ourや
researchや appearや clear.や Weや mustや concludeや
thatやtheやbehaviourやofやtheやpoliceやandやthatやofや
civiliansや haveや grownや increasinglyや furtherや
apartや inや theや pastや twentyまfiveや years.や Eachや
partyや hasや aや differentや perceptionや ofや whatや
constitutesやproperやbehaviour.やCiviliansやexま
pectや aや cooperativeや stanceや fromや theやpolice.や
Theyやdoやnotや tolerateやofficersやwhoや immediま
atelyや proceedや toや issueや citations,や makeや arま
restsや orや takeや similarや actions.や Whenや suchや
situationsや doや occur,や theyや areや increasinglyや
leadingやtoやirritation,やwhichやcausesやassertiveや
civiliansや toや resortや toや verbalや andや physicalや
aggression.やForやtheirやpart,やtheやpoliceやexpectや
civiliansや toや respectや theirや authorityや andや
abideやbyやtheやstandardsやthatやareやspecifiedやinや
theや law.や Theyや attemptや toや demandや respectや
throughや decisiveや action.や Inや addition,や theyや
haveやbecomeやquickやtoやadoptやanやauthoritarま
ianやorやdominantやattitude.やTheyやareやquickerや
toやuseやverbalやandやphysicalやforceやagainstやciま
viliansやwhoやdoやnotやconform,やalthoughや thisや
oftenや causesや civiliansや toや becomeや evenや anま
grier.やや
Eachやofや theやpartiesや isや facedやwithやaやnormaま
tiveや task.や Civiliansや canや beや expectedや toや beや
consciousや ofや theや specialやpositionや ofやpoliceや
officers.やAnやofficerやwhoやmakesやanやarrestやorや
issuesや aや citationや isやmoreや thanや anやordinaryや
personやwhoやisやencroachingやonやtheやfreedomや
ofやprivateや civilians.やAtや theやmomentや ofや arま
restや orや citation,や theや officerや isや representingや
governmentalやauthorityやandやmayや thusやapま
plyや forceや orや violence.や Properや citizenshipや
requiresや recognisingや thisや authorityや andや
voicingやanyやobjectionsやtoやtheやactionsやofやtheや
policeや inや anや appropriateや mannerや (Tenや
Bergeや 2007:や 33–40).や Theや pursuitや ofや properや
citizenshipや isや alsoや consistentや withや theや
‘civilisationや offensive’や thatや hasや beenや
sketchedや inや earlierや publicationsや (Brinkや
2004:や97–155).や
Theやpoliceやareやalsoやfacedやwithやaやnormativeや
task,やalthoughやitやisやofやaやdifferentやsort.やTheyや
shouldや considerや theや preventionや orや reducま
tionやofやunnecessaryやescalationやasやaやcompoま
nentや ofや theirや professionalismや (Stokkomや
2005:や 129).や Theや powerfulや andや consistentや
maintenanceや ofや publicや orderや isや unavoidま
able,や butや thatや doesや notやmeanや thatや officersや
mustや actや mindlesslyや orや inや aや provokingや
mannerや towardsや civilians.や Weや expectや theや
policeやtoやresistやtheやtemptationやtoやengageやinや
intimidating,や dominantや orや authoritarianや
behaviour.やWeやalsoやexpectやthemやtoやprovideや
civiliansやwithやconciseやexplanationsやregardま
ingやtheirやactions.やInやotherやwords,やproprietyや
canやbeやdemandedや fromや theやpoliceや inやbothや
respectsや (behaviourやandやexplanation),やparま
ticularlyやtoやtheやextentやthatやtheyやwishやtoやacま
countやforやtheirやactionsやasやprofessionals.や
Weやthinkやthatやtheseやtwoやformsやofやproprietyや
canやreinforceやeachやother.やAやpoliceやforceやthatや
actsや clearlyや butや correctlyや willや instilや aや
greaterや senseや ofや theirや authorityや amongや ciま
vilians,や andや civiliansや whoや respectや policeや
authorityや willや giveや lessや causeや forや usingや
meansやofやforce.やや
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1982や
StatementやELや82.00004や014やや
StatementやYBや82.01348や020や
Statementや81.0041や020やや
StatementやELや81.00439や025やや
StatementやELや81.00436や020やや
StatementやYBや82.00267や051やや
StatementやWJや82.01307や013や 
1987や
Reportや1987/0073や
Reportや1987/0264やや
Reportや1987/0404ややや
Reportや1987/0546や
Reportや1987/0577やや
Reportや1987/0674や
Reportや1987/0734やや
Reportや1987/0796やや
Reportや1987/0871や
Reportや1987/0936やや
1992や
Reportや92/259や
Reportや92/360や
Reportや92/382や
Reportや92/517や
Reportや92/545や
Reportや92/668や
Reportや92/682や
Reportや92/724や
Reportや92/920や
Reportや92/965や
1997や
Reportや1997/094や
Reportや1997/106や
Reportや1997/147や
Reportや1997/161や
Reportや1997/261や
Reportや1997/273や
Reportや1997/348や
Reportや1997/409や
Reportや1997/424や
2002や
Reportや2002/012や
Reportや2002/042や
Reportや2002/048や
Reportや2002/089や
Reportや2002/243やや
Reportや2002/244や
Reportや2002/250や
Reportや2002/378や
Reportや2002/392やや
2006/2007や
Reportや2006/068や
Reportや2006/109や
Reportや2006/125や
Reportや2006/165やや
Reportや2006/207や
Reportや2006/316や
Reportや2006/367や
Reportや2007/004や
Reportや2007/013  
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 KNOWLEDGE FROM EXPERIENCE OF A PO-
LICE OFFICER: A GROUNDED STUDY 
 
By  
PATRIZIO BOSIO, PHD, POLICE OFFICER, BORDER POLICE MILAN 
 
Abstract 
This research develops the theme of the knowledge gathered by police officers from their experien-
ce. Assuming that social research must be pragmatically significant and rooted in the problematic 
nature of the present, we choose to frame the topic in the professional context of police officers, 
which we consider particularly relevant to the developments that the research in this field can of-
fer. The introduction investigates the relationship between experience and reflection and conclu-
des with an argumentation that supports the importance of a disposition towards reflectivity, as 
the main cognitive tool for the construction of experiential knowledge in the practice. The empiri-
cal part, implemented with a grounded method, introduces the results of the interviews carried out 
with the agents of a patrolling squad. Finally, we elaborate a project to submit the outcomes of the 
empirical investigation to institutional educational planning. 
Keywords 
Experiential knowledge, Reflective practice, Informal knowledge, Grounded theory. 
Aims of the study 
The object of this research is to highlight the experiential knowledge of police officers 
serving in the patrolling squad. The study was generated by the following questions: 
what knowledge comes from the experience of a patroller? What are its features? How to 
enhance the experiential knowledge within the institution?   
The everyday experience of a police officer is imbued with grey areas and with excellent, 
albeit concealed, knowledge. Within this experience we can spot a «tacit» (Polanyi 1958; 
1967), subliminal or implicit presence of forms and elements of knowledge that operate at 
the same speed of the gesture that embodies them, or the gaze that carries them, or the 
word that speaks of them. However, all the knowledge built up by the hard work of po-
lice officers is often lacking adequate testimony and visibility (Mortari 2003: 20).   
In order to single out this experience and make it the object of a rational investigation, as 
pointed out by other authors (Dewey 1925; Schön 1983; Jedlowski 1994; Mortari 2003) it is 
necessary to take the experienced present as an object of reflection: we ought to put our-
selves in a thoughtful listening mode towards our cognitive and emotional lives. The 
knowledge from experience emerges when the ideas and the strategies that structure it 
underlie the form of a reflective practice around one’s life experience. If life is the flow of 
things happening to each of us, experience exists wherever life is accompanied by 
thought.  
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Methods 
With regards to the way to bring forward the knowledge that constitutes the participants’ experience, the 
following methods have been suggested the Grounded Theory (Glaser, Strauss 1967; Charmaz 2006) and 
the narrative interview technique (Atkinson 1998), based on the reflective model suggested by Johns 
(2000). The narrative interview facilitates the access to the participant’s world, through the narration of 
what has occurred during a specific experience. The GT promotes a distancing from it, helps the researcher 
to codify and conceptualize what happening in the data line-by-line, word-by-word, consequently, allowing 
to recognise the tacit knowledge contained in it.  
Results 
The analysis of data involved 31 cases and was carried out through the GTR method, by 
coding the data on three levels (initial, selective and axial), up to the discovery of seven 
categories of interpretation, which constitute the core of the answer to the research ques-
tions.  
The emerging categories in hierarchical form are grouped in 625 codes that conceptualize 
about 2697 text quotations considered meaningful to the objects of the research. 
 
Chart 1 - Frequency of codes and quotations 
Type of categories  Frequency   
 Codes Quotations  
Acting in unexpected and sudden 
situations  
28 244 
Following operative procedures and 
acting according to institutionalised 
principles  
191 772 
Expressing common sense opinions  2 24 
Keeping an open attitude towards 
problematic situations  
274 335 
Maintaining a constant observation  274 1010 
Expressing metaphorical knowledge  21 23 
Expressing common sense and prover-
bial knowledge  
2 24 
Need of practical training  8 97 
Learning formal skills  13 66  
Learning informal skills  73 288 
Learning from experience and trans-
ferring to similar cases  
13 149 
Total 625 2697 
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Firstly, a background category of interpre-
tation emerged, which detects the peculi-
arities of the action context, as perceived 
and experienced by the participants. It is 
the category of «Acting in unexpected and 
sudden situations». The context is per-
ceived by the participants as characterised 
by unique interventions, different from 
each other, impossible to anticipate and 
hardly repeatable in identical forms. The 
outcome of their intervention is never 
granted.  
Secondly, the analysis has shown two 
strong components of knowledge, which 
originate two emerging profiles, which are 
the intertwining synthesis of elements of 
rigour and pertinence.  
The first profile is made of elements of 
knowledge that express the «formal rigour» 
of knowledge and is symbolized by the in-
terpretative category «Following operative 
procedures and acting according to institu-
tionalized principles». This category con-
ceptualizes elements of knowledge of a 
prescriptive, technical and procedural na-
ture and is made-up of elements of knowl-
edge that reflect into the experience the in-
stitutional regularity, the bureaucratic ritu-
alism and their trust in the institution. This 
category is most evident in situations of 
repression, where the operator captures the 
thieves, robbers or swindlers. 
The second profile is characterised by a 
«pertinence to the situation» symbolized by 
the data in the category «Keeping an open 
attitude towards problematic situations». 
This interpretative category comprises a 
few sub-categories of knowledge, which 
are not mentioned in procedures and 
manuals, but are present in everyday ex-
perience. The identified sub-categories are:  
‚" Maintaining a constant observation: the im-
portance of seeing with the “corner of one’s 
eyes” 
‚" Having decisional leeway:  the value of 
“intentionality”   
‚" Reaching beyond the surface: the value of 
“promising tracks”  
‚" Breaking a procedural rule and abandoning 
one’s role: the value of “explorative experi-
mentation” 
‚" Creating a repertoire of situations: the value 
of experience as a “stock” 
The quotations of some codes of this profi-
le are more pronounced in situations of 
prevention, where the operators are enga-
ged in the prevention of crime, mediation 
of conflicts and consolidation of disputes.  
The discovery of this interpretative cate-
gory allows us to assume that the codes of 
technical knowledge, although necessary, 
are not sufficient to account for the proc-
esses of creation and implementation of 
experiential knowledge.  
During the investigation, it was widely 
shown that the operators must face on a 
daily basis open problematic situations, 
characterised by risk, danger and unpre-
dictability. Every intervention, in these 
cases, requires the activation of a specific 
process of investigation, characterised by a 
degree of leeway and the ability to reach 
beyond the surface, starting from directly 
observable data, not necessarily applying 
the given rules, but relying on a repertoire 
of similar personal past experiences and, to 
an extent, on elements of contextual perti-
nence, as suggested by the situation, rather 
than by operative manuals.  
Third, the results have shown how the 
training context and some knowledge con-
veyed in professional refresher courses, are 
apparently perceived and felt by the inter-
viewed operators as «detached» from their 
context and their daily work routine. A fur-
ther comparison of data between the cate-
gory symbolizing the perception of formal 
knowledge and the category symbolizing 
the learning from experience, introduces 
the idea of a «separate training», departing 
from the operator’s work context, at least at 
refresher courses. The knowledge con-
veyed at this stage, as we can read in sev-
eral extracts, is felt by the participants as 
theoretical, smothering and too often de-
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tached from the need of knowledge emerging from the practice.  
Conclusions 
The results of this research lead us to believe that experience acts in this particular sector 
of public security as a true “master of life” for many participants. The discovery of a 
“repertoire of situations” and the rich experiential gain, which many participants relate 
that they rely on, can be considered the evidence of experiential knowledge in practice.  
The practice of control over the territory appears to be not only a ground for the imple-
mentation of knowledge for a police officer, but also a source of knowledge where any 
formal or informal, common sense or metaphorical element plays an important role in 
their grip of reality.   
In order to operationalise the viability of the research within the institution, a training 
project has been elaborated with the aim to enhance and document the (un)expressed leg-
acy of experiential knowledge, for a better police practice. The training course is based on 
the use of the «retrospective reflection» method, used and introduced by Schön (1983). 
The implementation of knowledge and forms of experience is embedded in the practice 
of patrolling. However, some meaningful aspects, unexpected results and other qualita-
tive aspects can escape our awareness and thus our knowledge, even if the effectiveness 
and outcome of the action are directly determined by them. Hence the necessity, through 
a moment of «radiological» (Mortari 2003: 20) reflection on practical cases, to analyse the 
situation, in order to stimulate the operators to question the reasons behind the events 
and their outcomes, digging up their cognitive and emotional implications. 
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PROBLEMS IN GLOBAL CRIME RESEARCH:   
LOOKING BACKWARD, LOOKING FORWARD 
By 
 
PAUL KNEPPER, DR. , READER IN CRIMINOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGI-
CAL STUDIES. UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
 
JACQUELINE AZZOPARDI CAUCHI, DR., SENIOR LECTURER AND DIREC-
TOR, INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MALTA 
 
 
We have a tendency to believe that, owing to technological, political and cultural deve-
lopments in recent years, we are the first generation to experience crime as a global pro-
blem.  But crime as an international issue has a significant provenance and we can better 
understand our current situation by appreciating its historical context. 
Nearly a century ago, the League of Nations commissioned one of the first crime surveys 
of global reach. The Report of the Special Body of Experts on the Traffic in Women, released in 
1927, encompassed research in 112 cities in 28 countries.  The researchers collated reports from 
governments, collected material from international voluntary organisations, and intervie-
wed some 6500 persons, including ‘underworld’ figures engaged in the traffic.  Although 
the political tensions, cultural outlook and moral anxieties of the interwar period cannot 
be projected onto the present, there are some lessons that can be drawn about carrying 
out research into global crime problems. 
The survey took place under the auspices of the Advisory Committee on the Traffic in 
Women, established by the League of Nations in 1921.  The proposal for the research ca-
me from the American delegate, Grace Abbott, who regarded the men on the Advisory 
Committee as apologists for a disgusting European system of ‘licensed houses’.  A world-
wide survey, she hoped, would embarrass authorities in countries with this system into 
action leading to its abolition.   The survey was sponsored by the American Bureau of So-
cial Hygiene in New York, one of several entities in various countries interested in seeing 
the issue of human trafficking on the international public agenda.  The International Bu-
reau for Suppression of the Traffic in Women welcomed the survey, as did the Internatio-
nal Women’s Organisation, the Jewish Association for the Protection of Girls and Wo-
men, and a number of others.  Each of these entities had their reasons for doing so, which 
brings up an important point.  Then, as now, the findings of any report into international 
crime will be interpreted and diffused with reference to pre-existing agendas.   
Findings inconsistent with previous agendas will be ignored or dismissed, meaning that 
the organisations and governments most likely to benefit from following recommenda-
tions based on them may be the least likely to acknowledge them.  When the human traf-
ficking survey appeared, Mussolini’s government in Italy resisted Abbott’s message.  The 
Italians objected to being categorised among ‘anti-abolitionist countries’ and insisted 
their system occupied a place somewhere between ‘authorisation’ and ‘toleration’.  In 
other words, because the report had misunderstood their position, the recommendations 
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did not apply. 
Further, it is likely the findings will be 
used to support causes altogether different 
from those the researchers and their spon-
sors had in mind.  The League of Nations 
had its own agenda.  It had been establis-
hed in the aftermath of the First World War 
with the idea of averting a second.  Activi-
ties centred on problems left over from the 
collapse of pre-war empires; problems of 
drawing national borders and settling dis-
placed minorities.  The social agenda – the 
work of the advisory committee on traf-
ficking in women – was relatively minor.  
But by the 1930s, when the League had lost 
all credibility as a political institution, the 
social agenda became its primary justifica-
tion.  As late as 1939, the League of Nations 
Union issued a small booklet, The League 
and Human Welfare, to promote its activities 
concerning the traffic (in drugs as well as 
women) as its most positive achievement.  
The League of Nations amplified the threat 
of human trafficking because it needed a 
problem as big as the solution. 
In any research project that aspires to 
stretch across national borders, choices will 
have to be made.  In planning their re-
search strategy, the special body of experts 
decided to focus on what was thought to 
be the ‘centre of the traffic’ between Euro-
pe and South America.  It was not an un-
reasonable choice given the scale and scope 
of the problem to be grasped, but invited 
criticism later on.   When the report appea-
red, sceptics wondered why such a massi-
ve effort had gone into confirming ‘what 
everybody already knew’.  A year later, 
English novelist Evelyn Waugh produced a 
comic satire, Decline and Fall, which turned 
the white slave trade, Britain’s anti-
trafficking effort and the League of Nati-
ons, into a grand joke.  For other critics, the 
survey was worse than a waste of time.  In 
focusing their efforts in this way, critics 
such as feminist pioneer Paola Luisi from 
Uruguay, alleged the researchers had re-
peated press stereotypes and cultural pre-
judices.  The report ‘whitewashed’ the 
Anglo-American contribution to the evil of 
the white slave trade while blackening the 
reputation of Latin nations. 
Drawing global conclusions from local 
sources is hampered by the unavoidable 
overlap between the two sources.  In sta-
tistical modelling, this problem is known 
as collinearity.  In terms of human traffick-
ing during the interwar period, it can be 
seen with reference to Malta.  In 1926, Jo-
seph Semini, an inspector with the Malta 
Police, published a book about crime on 
the island.  He discussed youth crime, 
counterfeiting, prostitution and other local 
concerns with reference to Italian crimino-
logy.  This raises a dilemma.  In discussing 
prostitution, Semini refers to women fal-
ling victim to ‘white slave traffickers’.  But 
how is this to be interpreted? Does the use 
of this phrase by a local police authority 
constitute evidence of this new global pro-
blem having reached the Mediterranean?  
Or, is Semini, in his effort to demonstrate 
his cosmopolitan knowledge of develop-
ments abroad, merely applying the new 
internationalist vocabulary to a problem at 
least as old as sailors, ships and port cities 
in the Mediterranean?  Contemporary re-
searchers will need to be cautious, because 
even when reports from several cities and 
countries refer to the same crime problem 
it may have more to do with the decision 
on the part of local authorities to use inter-
national language rather than reflecting a 
cross-border reality.   
The decision of the special body of experts 
to interview underworld figures brought 
its own liabilities.  The experts decided that 
rather than rely on official statements from 
governments, or even the observations of 
the international voluntary organisations, 
they needed to find out ‘what was really 
going on’.  As a means of triangulation, in-
terviewing persons engaged in the traffic 
was worthwhile, and talking to perpetra-
tors as well as victims could have been con-
sidered an innovative approach to crimino-
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logical research.  But the experts failed to 
scrutinise the information they received.  
Their narrative reproduced claims from 
alleged traffickers, souteneurs and the like 
with little effort to understand how such 
persons knew what they claimed to know, 
and why they were willing to share it with 
researchers.  It is unlikely that criminals are 
more honest than politicians.  Notwithstan-
ding the regimes of Hitler and Mussolini, 
statements by those engaged in criminal 
activities should be met with at least the 
same degree of scepticism as that of politi-
cians and government officials. 
Finally, it is easy to see how criminal 
events can have severe political consequen-
ces.  Murders, bombings and so on can 
trigger conflicts between countries, even 
wars.  It is also true that research into cri-
minal activities contributes to such tensi-
ons as well.  The Report of the Special Body 
of Experts avoided reference to religious, 
ethnic or racial identity of persons in va-
rious countries or regions, except for those 
referred to as Jews.  The report gives the 
impression of Jewish over-involvement in 
trafficking, a characterisation that coinci-
ded with claims that the National Socialists 
made about ‘international Jewry’ as direc-
tors of the worldwide white slave trade.  In 
Mein Kampf, Hitler said it had been the sight of 
Jewish prostitutes polluting Vienna that 
had made him an anti-Semite.  In the 1930s, 
Jewish organisations published material 
refuting such claims, including those made 
in the League of Nations survey.  
One conclusion that can be reached from 
this is that research into trans-national cri-
me problems has political and moral impli-
cations of significant dimension, and infe-
rences about who is to blame, for what, 
and how others should respond, are inesca-
pable.  Researchers who pursue an un-
derstanding of global crime, and their 
sponsors, are advised to be prepared. 
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“SAPIENZA”やUNIVERSITYやOFやROMEやや
 
Description of the project 
The AViCri (Attention for Victims of Crime) Project is 
part of the European Daphne II Programme aimed at vic-
tims of crime and the prevention of secondary victimiza-
tion. (This programme is the second phase of the Daphne 
programme.   
The European Council (with the Framework Decision of 
15 March 2001) has established victims’ needs for con-
tact with workers who are trained to assess the particular 
situation of a victim, which is characterized by specific 
requisites, needs and precautions. This is one of the rights 
accorded to victims. 
The organization heading the project was the Faculty of 
Psychology 2, of the “Sapienza” University of Rome, 
represented by the Project Leader Prof. Anna Maria 
Giannini.  
The partners in Italy were: Ministry of Interior – Depart-
ment of Public Security – Central Directorate of Criminal 
Police, Latium Region, Regional Directorate of Social 
Services, Italian Inter-University Centre for the Study 
and Research on the Origins and Development of Pro-
social and Anti-social Motivations and the two NGOs 
“Differenza Donna” and “Telefono Rosa”. 
The Project is also being carried out in Europe by inter-
national partners such as the Ministry of Home Affairs 
and Sport of Lower Saxony (Germany), Devon and Corn-
wall Police and the Metropolitan Police of London (UK). 
 
The aim of the project 
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The main target of the AViCri project was to create a training package both versatile enough to be used among police 
forces around Europe and sufficiently specific to tackle a subject such as that of the victims of crime. The result, avail-
able as a standard training programme, a CD-ROM and a manual on the theory and practice, aims to stimulate per-
sonal skills and awareness, and put forward qualified scientific knowledge, hence professionalising work procedures. 
Methods 
Two steps – the gathering of quantitative and qualitative data in Italy and Europe on the phenomenon of victimization, 
and the structuring and provision of a specially designed training package – have allowed AViCri to achieve the de-
sired results within the intended timeframe of two years, and to present these in the best manner and means possible 
(conventions, magazines, press releases and websites). 
As part of the research, questionnaires were devised and put to, respectively: people who have been victims of crime, 
people who have never been involved in criminal charges, Italian law enforcement officers (the Carabinieri Corps, 
Italian National Police and Guardia di Finanza Corps) and trainers at European Police Academies. The purpose was to 
determine how to bring operators in contact with users, in terms of means for approaching victims: how to respond in 
contact with the user, and the strategies for networking with centres in the area. Semi-structured interviews, over 3,000 
questionnaires and a survey on work procedures and training models in 27 European countries have given an overall 
idea of the structure and network of convergences/divergences, harmony and discrepancies between people and opera-
tors, and determined the methods used around Europe for helping victims, the applicable regulatory frameworks and 
varying awareness of the issue in question. 
The research carried out in Italy on such a vast, significant and mixed sample of people, together with research in 
Europe, offers an impressively broad view of the approach to victims of crime.  
The results of the research served to devise a standardized work procedure for application in all of Europe. 
Various pilot courses were carried out during the development phase at the Italian Interagency College of Advanced 
Studies for Law Enforcement Officials. These courses were intended for future trainers who will have the task of 
teaching in several courses based on a standard training package designed according to the information gleaned from 
the research. The courses, based on the principle of maximum interaction between distinct professionalisms and maxi-
mum operability, aim to improve the theoretical knowledge and practical skills required to approach victims of crime, 
preventing secondary victimization and improving the quality of testimony. 
The course programmes, based on the approach of the Italian Police can, on account of their targets, be considered a 
means in their own right for cultural change. Italy plays an active role in this change, offering – as in the case of the 
AViCri project – a theoretical-practical framework for victimology based on a range of disciplines spanning criminol-
ogy and law, psychology, sociology, legal medicine and communication techniques. 
On an international level, the Italian courses are the keystone to developing standard training programmes for police 
forces to be mainstreamed, rooted in the subject of victimology and focusing in particular on women aged 18 to 70 
years old. 
In brief, the final results of the project are: a standard procedure for assessing the requisites involved in the approach 
to victims, and a tested training model with a manual and CD-ROM featuring multimedia educational aids to be used 
in courses targeted to law enforcement officials and operators.This package is an example of good practice that can 
be applied in the various countries of the European Union. 
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FROM NATIONAL TO INTERNATIONAL EXPE-
RIENCE – THE EUROPEAN CRIME PREVENTION 
NETWORK (EUCPN) 
 
By  
IREEN CHRISTINE WINTER, DR. IUR., EUCPN RESEARCH OFFICER & RE-
SEARCH ASSISTANT, DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY, UNI-
VERSITY OF VIENNA  
 
More than ever, a fruitful crime prevention strategy is playing a major role in the Europe-
an criminal justice systems. Increasing demands for more effective measures against cri-
me and delinquency, with a focus on new developments in the social and economic con-
text, have not only identified several key crime areas but also new crime prevention fields 
to address. The prevention of youth or drug crime, antisocial behaviour, burglary, theft 
and money laundering as well as cybercrime, child pornography or the implementation 
of neighbourhood watch programmes have been transformed into result-oriented plans 
on a national level. In addition, they have an essential link to other countries with the sa-
me or different experiences or with an associated cross-border activity. 
 
1. Tasks of the Network 
One of the main targets of the European Council is to increase the cooperation to protect 
citizens from crime with a coherent and rational crime policy, based on respect for hu-
man rights and the rule of law and directed towards crime prevention1. In addition to this 
philosophy is the requirement of Article 29 of the Treaty of Amsterdam2 as well as Article 
61(3) TFEU (Lisbon)3 “to provide citizens with a high level of safety within an area of freedom, 
security and justice by preventing and combating crime”. 
For this purpose, the European Crime Prevention Network (EUCPN) was set up in May 
2001 by an EU Council Decision4 to promote more effective crime prevention activity and best 
practices in the Member States across the EU, and to provide a means for sharing good 
practice in crime prevention experience and knowledge gained by Member States. As a 
framework, EUCPN uses various means to exchange information and maintains close 
contacts with all relevant stakeholders such as crime prevention bodies, authorities and 
civil society.  
By definition in the Council Decision, the following main aims5 of the EUCPN are to:  
‚" Identify good practices in crime prevention and to share knowledge and experience 
gained between member countries;  
‚" Collect, accumulate and evaluate information on crime prevention activities;  
‚" Improve the exchange of ideas and information within the Network;  
‚" Develop and implement a work programme that addresses relevant crime threats; 
‚" Develop contacts and facilitate cooperation between Member States;  
‚" Contribute to developing local and national strategies on crime prevention;  
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‚" Provide expertise to the European in-
stitutions; 
‚" Promote crime prevention activities 
and results of relevant EU funded 
projects (by organizing meetings, se-
minars and conferences);  
‚" Cooperate with other bodies involved 
in crime prevention if appropriate. 
 
The Network reports annually to the Coun-
cil and the Commission on its activities, 
through the Board and the competent wor-
king bodies. The Council is invited to en-
dorse the report and forward it to the Euro-
pean Parliament.  
On 30 November 2009 the founding legisla-
tion of 2001 was repealed and replaced by 
a new Council Decision6. This was because 
of “an external evaluation of the European 
Crime Prevention Network which was con-
ducted in 2008-2009.   
It identified opportunities for strengthe-
ning the Network which were accepted by 
the EUCPN Board and which make it ne-
cessary to repeal Decision 2001/ 427 /JHA 
and to replace it by a new Council Decision 
concerning the Network. (…)  The evaluati-
on7 identified the need for more engagement in 
the activities of the Network by the natio-
nal representatives and a number of chan-
ges are required to strengthen the Network 
which includes amendments to the provisi-
ons dealing with contact points, the Secre-
tariat, the structure of the Board and its 
tasks, including the appointment of the 
Chair.”  
 
2. Structure 
The EUCPN and its activities are financed 
by the EU countries and consist of a Board 
of National Representatives, Substitutes 
and Contact Points in the Member States. 
The Board is supported by a Research Offi-
cer and a Website Management Team. The 
position of the Board Chair rotates, and 
since 1 July 2010 the Chair is Mr. Philip 
Willekens (eucpn@ibz.eu) of the Belgium 
Presidency of the Council of the European 
Union. With the agreement of the outgoing 
and incoming Presidency partners, Spain 
and Hungary, “A secure home in a safe com-
munity, through prevention, community poli-
cing and restoration” has also been chosen as 
the theme of this presidency. Based on the 
new Council Decision, and subject to EU 
funding, Belgium will also manage the 
implementation of a new administration 
(secretariat) service provider who will profes-
sionally support the Board in 2011. 
The EUCPN Board comprises an Executive 
Committee, voting members and non-
voting observers. The Board meets at least 
twice a year. The voting members of the 
Board are responsible for decision making. 
‚" The Executive Committee is respon-
sible for developing the Network’s 
strategic approach for consideration 
by the full board and for developing 
and managing delivery of the EUCPN 
Work Programme. It comprises eight 
members – the previous Presidency, 
the current Presidency, representati-
ves of the next five incoming Presi-
dencies and a representative of the 
Commission.  
‚" Each Member State provides the vo-
ting members who are represented on 
the Board by National Representati-
ves and their substitutes. Each Mem-
ber State has one vote and decision 
making will be on the basis of majori-
ty as set out in Article 11 of the 
EUCPN Rules of Procedure.  
‚" Observers may participate in the busi-
ness of the EUCPN Board, but do not 
have a vote. They are invited onto the 
Board by decision of the board mem-
bers.   
The Research Function is provided by a de-
dicated Research Officer who is the main 
contact point from whom Network mem-
bers may seek support and advice on cri-
minological research matters. The part-time 
Research Officer, funded by the Network, proved to 
be a success with the collection (good prac-
tice projects, library entries and important 
contacts) and preparation of relevant re-
search information (summaries of systema-
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tic reviews, research overviews of specific 
themes) and high levels of support to net-
work members. 
 
3. Work Programme 
The Network is required to decide on an 
annual programme of work. The develop-
ment of the work programme is the re-
sponsibility of the EUCPN Executive Com-
mittee, which works in collaboration with 
Member States in order to summarize and 
underline the EUCPN priorities and pro-
jects of the coming year. The programme 
has no defined start or finish: projects will 
be removed upon their completion and 
new projects added. In this way the pro-
gramme is continual. The current work 
programme is the result of adopting a mo-
re strategic approach towards identifying 
the current position of crime prevention ac-
tivity within various crime areas. It recog-
nizes the need to undertake an assessment 
of the subject area to both identify know-
ledge gaps, which might be filled by com-
missioning research activity, and to pre-
vent duplication of activity8. 
The work programme has been developed 
taking into account three underpinning 
principles, which are that it: 
‚" Should be involved only with the 
identification (and ultimate dissemi-
nation) of good practice derived from 
literature and other research activity. 
It does not involve the development 
of crime prevention initiatives or the 
evaluation of such initiatives on the 
ground. 
‚" Should comprise projects that are of 
interest to the majority of Member 
States, in terms of the subject matter 
and the proposed outcomes. 
‚" Should only contain projects or activi-
ties which have clearly defined outco-
mes based on a conventional project 
managed approach to ensure that the 
outputs will be delivered on target 
and to agreed quality standards. 
The Network currently relies on three fun-
ding sources: 
‚" EU financial programmes managed 
by the Commission; 
‚" Member States who fund their own 
projects; 
‚" Work Programme Fund (WPF) – an 
internal fund built up by voluntary 
contributions from Network mem-
bers. 
 
Seven 'headline' themes have been agreed 
for the current Work Programme:  
‚" Crime proofing of legislation;  
‚" Making goods less vulnerable to cri-
me;  
‚" Common methodology to evaluate 
best practices;  
‚" Inventory of good practices;  
‚" Monitoring Member State crime pre-
vention policies;  
‚" Focus on specific and well-defined ty-
pes of crime (juvenile, urban, drugs);  
‚" Professionalising and strengthening 
the EUCPN.  
Following completion of earlier projects, 
the programme currently contains the fol-
lowing projects under the themes above re-
ferred: 
‚" Developing the European Crime Pre-
vention Award (Finland); 
‚" Restorative justice in the criminal pro-
cedure (Hungary); 
‚" Crime prevention in school, 
"Everybody else does it" (Slovakia and 
Denmark); 
‚" Developing estimates of the economic 
costs of crime (Hungary); 
‚" Inventory of good practices based on 
the ISRD-2 international latency re-
search (Hungary); 
‚" Domestic violence tackled in part-
nership (Belgium); 
‚" Professionalising and strengthening 
the EUCPN /Setting-up the EUCPN 
Secretariat (Belgium); 
‚" Presidency theme – “A secure home in 
a safe community through preven-
tion, community policing and restora-
tion”. Crime prevention in the habita-
tion. Towards a European secure ho-
me (Belgium). 
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4. Website (http: / / w w w.eucpn.org) 
Here you will find a delivery platform that provides access to discipline-specific research 
findings on crime prevention. It contains summaries of systematic reviews of the effects 
of crime prevention measures, details of ongoing research projects and international 
sources of references of journal articles, scientific extracts or links to full text journals 
from leading scientists or practitioners. The website also contains strategy papers of the 
Member States, a diary page with upcoming events and actual news that might be of inte-
rest in the crime prevention landscape. The introduction site is available in all EU langua-
ges. 
 
5. European Crime Prevention Award (ECPA) 
EUCPN also rewards the best European crime prevention project each year, by a jury. 
Participation in the ECPA is open to any project, initiative or package of measures. An 
objective of the project must be to reduce crime and the fear of crime within the specified 
theme. Entries can originate from, for example, local authorities, the police, educational 
institutions, community groups, sports clubs, youth organizations, business community, 
probation service, neighbourhood watch schemes, parish councils, public transport ope-
rators, voluntary organizations / groups.  
It is up to each participating country to decide how to select projects for consideration 
under the scheme. There are some binding criteria:   
 
‚" The project shall focus on prevention and / or  reduction of everyday crime and fear 
of crime within the specified theme;  
‚" The project shall have been evaluated and have achieved most or all of its objecti-
ves;  
‚" The project shall, as far as possible, be innovative, involving new methods or new 
approaches;  
‚" The project shall be based on cooperation between partners, where possible;  
‚" The project shall be capable of replication by organisations and groups in other 
Member States.  
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CENTRE DE RECHERCHES SOCIOLOGIQUES 
SUR LE DROIT ET LES INSTITUTIONS  
PÉNALES (CESDIP) 
By:  
FABIEN JOBARD, PHD, DIRECTOR OF CESDIP, GUYANCOURT 
CHRISTIAN MOUHANNA, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CESDIP, GUYANCOURT 
 
 
CESDIP – the Centre for sociological research on Law and Criminal Justice Institutions is 
the major venue for the study of criminal justice and deviance in France, and one of the 
leading research organizations dedicated to the study of crime in Europe. A division of 
the French Ministry of Justice as well as an affiliate of the Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique (CNRS) and the Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin, the Centre is in a unique posi-
tion to connect academies, fostering policy and research. Since its creation in 1976, CES-
DIP has worked to provide practitioners, policy-makers and students with a scientific ap-
proach to criminal justice.  
Issues 
A multidisciplinary centre with representatives of all the social sciences (sociology, politi-
cal science, law, economics, demography and statistics), CESDIP is a diverse community 
comprising more than 30 research fellows, 11 PhD students, 3 research engineers and a 
large technical and administrative staff. CESDIP researchers work on a wide range of to-
pics including: victimization and fear of crime; juvenile delinquency and prevention; 
history of crime, criminal justice, and the sciences of deviance; criminal statistics; police 
organizations, policing and security policies ; professions within the penal field and pri-
son.  
International network 
This vibrant intellectual community is a key player in the international development of 
criminal sociology. The Groupe européen de recherches sur les normativités (GERN), a subdivi-
sion of CESDIP, is in charge of fostering the Centre’s international network. Since 1985, 
GERN has coordinated about 60 research organizations across Europe. GERN also main-
tains strong partnerships with major research centres in Brazil, India and Canada. GERN 
has recently carried out a cross-national research programme, Assessing Deviance, Crime 
and Prevention in Europe (CRIMPREV), within the European Union’s 6th Framework Program-
me for Research and Technological Development (2006–09). CRIMPREV brought together 
31 research organizations in 10 EU Member States and more than 500 researchers. Since 2002, our 
Centre is also part of a Joint European Laboratory with the Max Planck Institut of Freiburg 
and the Centre Lillois d’Etudes et de Recherches Economiques et Sociologiques. 
 
Police studies 
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Police studies are one of the Centre’s prin-
cipal areas of expertise. CESDIP research-
ers have largely contributed to the scien-
tific literature on: urban riots, the feminiza-
tion of police forces, New Public Manage-
ment and the production of police statis-
tics, the history of colonial policing, police 
and discrimination, Contempt of Police 
charges, police-community relationships, 
cooperation between police forces and 
other criminal justice institutions, and 
merger plans of local police forces in 
France. New lines of research also include: 
police unions, police management, and al-
ternative security initiatives such as the 
creation of night correspondents in the 
banlieues or the development of closed-
circuit television (CCTV) systems.   
Victimization surveys 
CESDIP regularly conducts major national 
and cross-national surveys, and plays a 
central role in Europe in the quantitative 
research on crime, victimization and inse-
curity. We ushered victimization surveys 
in France in the 1980s, by conducting its 
first nationwide survey on self-reported 
crime victimization, and by supervising a 
series of regional victimization surveys in 
the 1990s and the 2000s. Since the 1990s we 
have worked in close collaboration with 
the French National Institute for Statistics and 
Economic Studies (INSEE) to promote and ana-
lyze the annual national victimization sur-
vey, now an official, state-sponsored inves-
tigation. This effort has brought French vic-
timization surveys to the same level of 
scientific excellence that can be found in 
the UK and in the US. From 2007 to 2011 
CESDIP, within the framework of an ANR 
(Agence Nationale de la Recherche) project, is 
carrying out the secondary analysis of all 
existing victimization surveys in France. 
CESDIP is also the depositary of the sta-
tistical archives of the French Ministry of 
justice. Known as the Davido database, af-
ter André Davidovicth, a pioneer in French 
criminal sociology, this unique collection 
serializes the Compte général de la justice cri-
minelle from 1831 to 1981. A leader in quanti-
tative sociology, CESDIP is now taking an 
active part in the development of LabEx 6S 
at Saclay, a ambitious scientific project ai-
ming at bringing together representatives 
of the exact sciences and the social sciences.  
Publications 
We are dedicated to making scientific ex-
pertise available to the general public, in a 
format easily accessible to non-specialists. 
Penal Issues, a quarterly publication in the form 
of a four-page bulletin, provides an over-
view of the most recent investigations 
completed by CESDIP researchers. Penal 
Issues is simultaneously made available online, 
in French and English. The Centre’s edito-
rial activities naturally extend to scientific 
publications. No less than four internatio-
nal, peer-reviewed scientific journals are 
published by CESDIP. Besides Déviance et 
Société, the Centre’s historic publication since 
1977, CESDIP also supports Crime, History & 
Societies (a publication of the International As-
sociation for the History of Crime and Criminal 
Justice, a scientific forum cofounded by CES-
DIP), the Revue d’Histoire des Sciences Hu-
maines, and Champ penal. 
CESDIP houses the largest specialized lib-
rary on crime and justice in France, with 
more than 16,500 titles, 80 scientific jour-
nals, 900 electronic resources and a databa-
se of 30,000 bibliographical references. An 
online catalogue and rich intranet contents 
are provided by the Centre. This collection 
is one of the most important in Europe, 
along with the Centre for Criminology at 
Oxford University and the Max-Planck-
Institut für Strafrecht in Freiburg.  
Research and education 
CESDIP is involved in several research 
projects, educational missions and collabo-
rative committees with the Ministry of 
Justice and at UVSQ. CESDIP researchers 
are active in the education of magistrates 
and other personnel of the Ministry at 
ENM (Ecole Nationale de la Magistrature) 
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and ENPJJ (Ecole nationale de protection judiciaire de la jeunesse). Our members also of-
fer professional and research courses in two masters programs at UVSQ. Finally, CESDIP 
holds two-monthly research seminars, alternately at the Centre in Guyancourt and at the 
Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris.   
 
Contact point : www.cesdip.fr 
 
CESDIP  
Immeuble Edison  
43 Boulevard Vauban  
F-78 280 GuyancourtT : 33 (0) 1 34 52 17 00 
F : 33 (0) 1 34 52 17 17  
 
 
 
Upcoming Conferences, Meetings, Symposia, and Seminars 
 
 
The European Police Science and Research Bulletin will publizise announcements of events that are relevant for the 
development and advance of police research and police science from a European perspective. Please send all infor-
mation in time to research.bulletin@cepol.europa.eu. 
 
 
The Stockholm Criminology Symposium 
”Recognising Knowledge to Reduce Crime and Injustice” 
Date: 13-15, June 2011 
Place: Stockholm Sweden 
 
2011 CEPOL Police Research and Science Conferenceや
やまやTopicやinやpreparationやまや
Date: 20-22, June 2011 
Place: Spain (restricted access) 
 
The 20th Annual Meeting of the 
 International Police Executive Symposium 
“Policing Violence, Crime, Disorder, & Discontent: International Perspectives” 
Date: June 26-30, 2011 
Place: Buenos Aires, Argentina 
 
11th Conference of the European Society of Criminology (ESC) 
“Rethinking Crime and Punishment in Europe” 
Dates: 21-24,  September 2011  
Place: Vilnius, Lithuania 
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